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Updated: Angela Paxton announces for Texas Senate

Sets up what could very well turn into a Collin County civil war in the GOP against
Huffines

PLANO – The race to succeed Sen. Van Taylor in the Texas Senate was shaken up today, when
Angela Paxton, a guidance counselor and the wife of Attorney General Ken Paxton, announced she
is running for the seat.

She faces current Dallas County Republican Party Chairman Phillip Huffines.

Taylor is running to replace retiring U.S. Representative Sam Johnson in Congress. Senate District 8
is a solidly Republican seat in Collin County. But until today, the race was Huffines’ to lose.
Especially after other contenders, including Reps. Jeff Leach and Matt Shaheen, ultimately passed
and instead announced for reelection.

As the rumor floated during the past few weeks, Reps. Scott Sanford, Jodie Laubenberg, Leach and
Shaheen, all from Collin County, pledged their support.

Laubenberg, who is chair of the Elections Committee, announced her retirement last week.

Meanwhile, Huffines, comes with his own support, including from Bedford Republican Rep.
Jonathan Stickland from neighboring Tarrant County, Dr. Steve Hotze, a Houston physician and
former business partner of Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick and billionaire ultraconservative donor Farris

Wilks.

“Phillip Huffines represents the conservative values that Texas needs. I have worked with Mr.
Huffines and I can’t speak higher of his work ethic, moral fortitude, and genuine desire to bring about
conservative change,” said Hotze. “There is no better candidate to represent the folks of Senate
District 8, than the workhorse that is Phillip Huffines.”

Like his twin brother, Sen. Don Huffines, also of Highland Park, Huffines is willing to invest his own
money.

But Paxton would start out with name recognition and roots in the community.

Longtime Paxton consultant and confidante Jordan Berry of Berry Communications would likely
run her campaign. Berry has deep ties with the Collin delegation, having run Reps. Sanford and



Shaheen’s campaigns, and grassroots conservatives from across the state as well.

When asked by QR, Berry shot at candidate Huffines: “Highland Park already has one senator. They

don't need two.” He added someone from the community should represent Collin County.

“Phillip Huffines is taking his conservative message to the voters and is looking forward to a vibrant

discussion on the campaign,” Huffines spokesman Matt Langston shot back. “Mrs. Ken Paxton will

make an interesting opponent. Phillip will work hard to earn every vote.”

That outraged typical Huffines allies, including Empower Texans’ spokesman Michael Quinn

Sullivan, who came to her defense on Twitter.

Leach on Twitter was particularly critical of the "Mrs. Ken Paxton" statement.

"This is a petulant and immature disparagement of Angela Paxton, one of the strongest conservative

women I know," Leach tweeted.

"Says the guy who wouldn't step up and run himself. Lol," tweeted Aaron Harris, a former staffer

for Stickland.

"Wait wait wait. That's unfair," Sullivan tweeted. "@leachfortexas deciding to stay in the fight in the

House was an honorable decision."

"I don't know you. Never met you. But hating on a fellow brother in Christ for following God's call

on his life? Pretty low and shallow," Leach wrote back, referring to Harris.

The race will also test other pivotal players typically aligned with Empower Texans and others.

The Twitter fight between Harris, who runs Direct Action Texas, and Leach underscores a long

simmering split between libertarian activists and groups like Empower Texans. Both are determined

to undermine incumbents like State Affairs Chairman Byron Cook, the Corsicana Republican who

faces another primary challenge against Thomas McNutt. In this race, Harris, who is also a former

campaign manager for Stickland, swiped an otherwise typical ally and was reprimanded for it.

The test for these typically aligned factions may have finally arrived, with Empower potentially going

against Huffines' money to support Angela Paxton.

As the endorsement race ramps up, too, another endorsement may matter as well, namely Lt. Gov.

Patrick. The scenario resembles another race for an open senate seat in 2016 when he endorsed

reliably conservative now-Sen. Bryan Hughes of Mineola, in his race against former Rep. David

Simpson, a libertarian.

But other local factors are at play too, including campaign strategy itself.

After a nasty campaign in which Sen. Huffines narrowly defeat of former incumbent John Carona in

the 2014 Republican primary, local voters may not be ready for another scorched earth campaign,

especially one led by someone who moved into the district in order to qualify.



Outside influence in the end is about influencing voters, however. So, the question remains who those
voters prefer. Would they prefer the Huffines brand of strident libertarianism? Or would they prefer
someone like Paxton, who may be seen as a more reliable vote for Lt. Gov. Patrick?
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